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Triggers by Pryor Mt. Bill Newton ....................................#Book-T
Crisp line drawings illustrate triggers: plain, double, simple-set,  

single-set, and double-set, for Jaeger rifles, longrifles, plains rifles and 
Sharps rifles. Dimensions are given, so a clever craftsman can make 
his own triggers. Soft bound, with 8 pages of plan drawings. 
#Book-T Triggers only $ 5.99

Firearms Blueing & Browning by R.H. Angier............#Book-FBB
This old text contains 230 formulae of chemical combinations to 

color gun metals. Complete instructions for the use of each process 
are included in this hard bound volume of 151 pages.  
#Book-FBB Blueing and Browning only $19.99

Hand Rifling a Muzzle Loading Rifle Barrel at Home
by Mark Wagner ................................................... #Book-HRMLBH

The author explains the theory of rifling and styles of grooves, 
building a suitable rifling bench, drilling, reaming, rifling, lapping, and 
breeching the barrel, proof testing  and safety.  The author also explains 
how to make a lapping rod to polish the rifled bore. Soft cover, 54 pages.
#Book-HRMLBH Hand Rifling at Home only $11.99

A Wooden Iowa Rifling Bench .................................. #Book-WIRB
 Construction & Operation Manual

by Steve Bookout and Alan Neubauer
Learn how to make a wooden rifling bench using normal tools found 

in the home workshop, from contructing the bench to making rifling 
rods. Also includes operation tips. Soft cover, 55 pages.
#Book-WIRB Rifling Bench Construction & Operation only $19.99

Checkering and Carving of Gunstocks ..................... #Book-CCG
by Monte Kennedy

This book features full-size line drawings of modern and traditional 
style checkering and  carving patterns contributed by America’s leading 
stock makers, plus tools and techniques. Hard cover, with 352 pages. 
#Book-CCG Checkering & Carving only $34.99

The Gunsmith of Grenville County ............................#Book-GGC
by Peter Alexander

Written for both the novice, and the master gun builder, the author 
explains the basics of each task, and then he delves into the minutia 
of the interesting variations. Inletting, shaping, sculpting, tuning, pol-
ishing and fitting parts is the main topic of the text and photos. Only 
hands-on work at the bench will get you closer to longrifle building, 
than this instruction manual..

Wire bound, with 394 pages, this big 8-1/1 x 11” format book will 
lay flat on your bench top, as you earn while you learn. Study each 
topic, and put your knowledge to work, as you cut, shape and finish 
ech step, with the author.
#Book-GGC Gunsmith of Grenviile County  only $39.99

Build your own guns!

Check out website for new additions.
www.trackofthewolf.com

Recreating the American Longrifle .............................#Book-RAL
by William Buchele, George Shumway, & Peter Alexander

The late William Buchele was recognized as a true master longrifle 
maker. But his greatest contribution to muzzle loading must be this 
book. He shares the step by step details of his craft. His work has been 
enhanced by the editors. This book does not assume that the reader 
is an expert stock maker, but begins with illustrated  explanations of 
the basic concepts. Newly revised, soft cover, fifth edition. Full scale 
plans include a carved longrifle and fullstock pistol. Over 250 photos 
and drawings, 176 pages, 8-1/2” x 11” format. 
#Book-RAL Recreating the American Longrifle  only $40.00

Making Muzzleloading Accessories ......................... #Book-MMA
by R. H. McCrory

This book covers the field of accessories and small useful tools for 
the shooter. Make a powder horn, capper, nipple wrench, loading block, 
and many more useful items that are handy for the shooter. It gives 
detailed drawings and dimensions on how to make each accessory. 
Soft cover, in 5 x 8” format, with 46 pages.  
#Book-MMA Making Accessories only $ 6.00

Building a Swivel Breech ..........................................#Book-BASB
Includes Color Photos, Construction Notes and Drawings,

 with Tips on Building a Complete Rifle
by Dave Waters

This book explains the essentials of  building the “heart” of a swivel 
rifle, the action. After you study these pages you will have the knowl-
edge and confidence to build a swivel breech rifle. Soft cover, spiral 
bound, with 24 pages of color photos and b&w dimensioned prints.  
#Book-BASB Building a Swivel Breech only $23.99

The Complete Illustrated Guide to Precision Rifle Barrel Fitting 
by John L. Hinnant .............................................#Book-CIG-PRBF

Learn to fit a barrel blank to a center-fire rifle action using these 
easily understood steps and clear line drawings. The reader is guided 
through setting the blank up in a lathe, threading, chambering, and 
final headspacing of the fitted and chambered barrel.

Soft bound, with 304 pages, many line-art illustrations.
#Book-CIG-PRBF Precision Rifle Barrel Fitting only $34.99
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